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The only independent,
cloud-based fixture
collaboration tool.
MarDocs was designed for managing fixtures and recaps in
a secure, transparent a
 nd – most importantly – independent
system. So whether you’re a Charterer, Broker or Owner,
MarDocs can help simplify your chartering process.

The six big questions to ask when
digitising fixtures and recaps:
1

Is the platform completely independent from
the industry’s competing interests?

2 Will the platform enhance my company’s
compliance profile?
3 Has the platform been designed and tested
to protect me against cyber threats?
4 Will my data remain confidential even if
I stop using the platform?
5 Do I have 24 hour access to people who
understand what I need to do?
6 Can I influence the future development
of the platform?

Built for chartering,
designed for you.

REGARDLESS OF THE TYPE OF FIXTURE, NEVER BEFORE HAVE
SPEED AND ACCURACY WORKED SO WELL TOGETHER:
Key Features
• Agreed Terms Library that can be
made accessible to and editable by
the Broker.

• Recap and Charter Party
document templates without
formatting or layout issues.

• Comprehensive look-up for vessels
and technical details are imported
into the fixture.

• View and edit the latest version
of your document from anywhere.

• Built-in compliance, security and
audit logs.
• Keyword search functionality
makes any detail easy to find.

• Alerts and notification to any
amendments.
• Cross-platform and browser
compatibility.

Transform your chartering
process forever, today.
Visit www.mardocs.info
Email info@mardocs.net
Call +44 203 283 4173

MarDocs: Another innovative offering from The Marcura Group
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MarDocs FZE is a member company of The Marcura Group. It was established on the same principles of transparency,
trust and independence as its sister company, DA-Desk FZ-LLC, the world’s largest provider of port cost management
services. Its main offerings are the CP-Desk® Services and the recently launched MarDocs System, which is designed
to be the leading repository of maritime documentation and enable the parties involved in the fixture process to
handle relevant documents collaboratively, instantly and effortlessly. Its independence allows it to avoid conflicts of
interest, provide an extra layer of compliance and security, and treat its customers’ data with utmost confidentiality.

